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OCR-set Assignment 
Assessment Material 

OCR Level 1/2 Cambridge National Certificate in Child Development 

Unit R020 Understand the development of a child from birth to five years 

Please note: 

This OCR-set assignment is to be used to provide evidence for the unit identified above.   
Alternatively, centres may ‘tailor’ or modify the assignment within permitted parameters (see 
Information for Teachers).  It is the centre’s responsibility to ensure that any modifications made to 
this assignment allow learners to show that they can meet all of the learning outcomes and provide 
sufficient opportunity for learners to demonstrate achievement across the full range of marks. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHERS 

The OCR administrative codes associated with this unit are: 

• unit entry code R020 

• certification codes Certificate J818 

The accreditation numbers associated with this unit are: 

• unit reference  number J/507/7374 

• qualification reference(s)  601/7537/0

Duration:  Approximately 7-10 hours 

ALL OF THIS MATERIAL MAY BE PHOTOCOPIED.  Any photocopying will be done under the 
terms of the Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988 solely for the purposes of assessment.  
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OCR-set Assignment: Information for Learners 

OCR Level 1/2 Cambridge National Certificate in Child Development 

Unit R020 Understand the development of a child from birth to five years 
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General information for learners 
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Q What do I need to do to pass this assignment? 

A You need to show you can complete all of the tasks in this assignment. The 
assignment describes what work you have to do. It’s really important that you can do the 
work yourself without help from anybody else. That includes teachers, parents and other 
students. If we think you have not done this work yourself it could mean your marks are 
changed. 

Your teacher marks your evidence and uses the marking criteria grid provided by OCR.  
You can ask to see the marking criteria. The marking criteria grid is divided into three mark 
bands.  Each one has a range of marks - for example Mark Band 1 = 1-2 marks; Mark 
Band 2 = 3-4 marks and Mark Band 3 = 5-6 marks. Your teacher will decide which mark 
band description most closely describes your evidence and then decide how many marks 
from the mark band to give your evidence. 

Q What help will I get? 

A Your teacher can make sure you understand the assignment. If you get stuck then 
they can give you some general advice but there are rules about the kind of help and how 
much they can give you. Too much help might mean you haven’t done the work yourself. 

Q What if I don’t understand something? 

A If you are not sure, always check with your teacher. They know how much help they 
are allowed to give you. 

Q I’ve been told I must not plagiarise. What does this mean? 

A Plagiarism is when you take someone else’s work and pass it off as your own. The 
work could come from the internet, a book or another student’s project work. It doesn’t 
matter where it came from it’s what you do with it that could make it plagiarism.   

There are a few ways plagiarism can happen that you need to know about. 

• A student is asked to describe or explain something and they find good information
on the internet or from a book. They use it in the evidence they give to their teacher
to mark. They don’t follow rules about saying where it came from. The ‘rules’ are
about how to reference somebody else’s work.

• A student uses information from a book and changes words but copies the
sentence structure of a source and doesn’t reference where the original work
came from.

• A student copies so many words or ideas from a source that it makes up the majority
of their work. In this case it does not matter if they have referenced it or not.  When
the majority of work is somebody else’s ideas or thoughts it is not the student’s own
work.

Plagiarism has serious consequences; you could lose the grade for this unit or you may 
not be allowed to achieve the whole qualification. 

The work you produce must be your own work. You will be asked to sign a 
declaration to say that it is. 
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Q What is referencing and where can I find out more information about it? 

A Referencing is the process of acknowledging the work of others. If you use someone 
else’s words and ideas in your assignment, you must acknowledge it, and this is done 
through referencing.  

You should think about why you want to use and reference other people’s work. If you need 
to show your own knowledge or understanding about an aspect of subject content in your
assignment, then just quoting and referencing someone else’s work will not show that you 
know or understand it and it is likely to be seen as plagiarism. Make sure it’s clear in your 
work how you are using the material you have referenced to inform your thoughts, ideas or 
conclusions. 

You can find more information about how to reference in the OCR Guide to 
Referencing available on our website: http://www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/skills-guides/. 

Q Can I work in a group? 

A Only when your teacher tells you that you can. They need to be able to tell who has done 
which piece of work. People who work in groups cannot all claim the same evidence as 
being their individual work. Teachers also have to make sure we can see who has done 
what.. 

Q Does my work for each task need to be in a particular format? 

A For each task we’ll tell you if your evidence has to be in a specific format. Check the 
wording in each task carefully.  

• If we use the word ‘must’, for example ‘You must produce a report’ or ‘Your
evidence/work must include a diagram’, then you must produce the work in the
stated format.

• If we use the word ‘could’, for example ‘You could include sketches of your ideas’
or ‘You could do this by annotating your diagram’, this means that you are not
required to follow the format we have given, but you must make sure that the work
you do produce allows you to demonstrate the requirements of the grading criteria.

• You can present your work in a variety of ways – it can be handwritten, word-
processed, on video or in digital media. What you choose should be appropriate to
the task(s) and your teacher can advise you. If the coursework is word-processed,
you must ensure   that your centre number, candidate number and the unit code
appears on each page as a header or footer.

• If you are unsure about what evidence you need, please ask your teacher.

Q Can I ask my teacher for feedback on my work? 

A We have given your teacher instructions on what kind of feedback they can give you. 
They are not allowed to tell you exactly what to do to make your work better, but they can 
remind you about what they’ve taught you. You can use that reminder to try and improve 
your work yourself. They can say what they’ve noticed might be wrong with your own work.  
For example if you describe something where the marking criteria ask for an evaluation 
they can point that out to you. Your teacher can explain the difference between a
description and an evaluation. It’s then up to you to decide if you need to change your 
work. If you think it needs to change you need to change it for yourself. 
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Q When I have finished, what do I need to do? 

A You should make sure any printed work is in the right order and that all electronic files are 
sensibly labelled. 

If you have included the personal details (such as name, address or date of birth) of 
someone other than yourself in your work, this must be blanked out (anonymised). Your 
teacher will tell you how to do this. 

Hand in the work that you’ve completed for each task to your teacher. They might ask to 
see your draft work, so please keep your draft work in a safe place. 

Q How will my work be assessed? 

A Your work will be marked by your teacher. They will use the information in the unit specific 
marking criteria grid to decide which mark band your work meets.  Each marking criteria 
grid is detailed in the specification and included in the relevant assignment booklet. Please 
ask your teacher if you are unsure what the marking criteria are for this assignment. 



Scenario for the Assignment 

You have been given the opportunity to work at a crèche in your local area for children from birth to 
five years. The organiser knows that you are studying a child development course and has asked 
you to produce materials and plan different play activities to support the knowledge and 
understanding of the other volunteers. 

Your materials must include: 

• the physical, intellectual and social developmental norms
• types of play and their benefits.

Play activities instructions: 

• plan different play activities for a chosen developmental area
• carry out and record the play activities with a child
• compare the child with expected development norms
• evaluate the play activities.

Read through all of the tasks carefully, so that you know what you will 
need to do to complete this assignment. 
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Your Tasks 

Task 1: Physical, intellectual and social development norms from birth to five 
years 

Your materials will help the volunteers to have a thorough understanding of the developmental 
stages of children attending the crèche. You may present this in any suitable format (e.g. 
presentation, leaflet). 

This task covers all of Learning Outcome 1. 

You must present materials, in your own words, for the volunteers on the developmental norms 
from birth to five years, to cover: 

• physical development
• intellectual development
• social development.

Total marks for Task 1: 9 marks 

Task 2: Benefits of learning through play 

This task covers all of Learning Outcome 2. 

You must produce information, in your own words, in the form of a presentation, with notes, to give 
to the volunteers about: 

• the types of play
• the benefits of learning through play.

Total marks for Task 2: 12 marks 
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Task 3: Planning different play activities for a chosen developmental area for 
a child from birth to five years 

This task covers all of Learning Outcome 3. 

At the crèche each child will be involved in development activities planned and carried out by the 
volunteers. Show how the activities can be chosen, planned and carried out with a child.  

Carry out an initial observation of an age appropriate child (i.e. not a young baby) to collect 
information which will inform your choice and planning. Plan two different play activities that you 
can carry out with the child. The play activities must be for one developmental area. 

Produce plans for the two play activities which must include: 

• the developmental area chosen
• aims
• types of activities chosen
• reasons for choice
• safety considerations
• timescale
• resources
• methods of observation
• methods of recording.

You should demonstrate your ability to draw upon relevant skills, knowledge and understanding 
from Unit R018. 

Total marks for Task 3: 15 marks 

Task 4: Carrying out different play activities for a chosen developmental area 
with a child from birth to five years 

This task covers all of Learning Outcome 4. 

Carry out the activities you have planned in Task 3. 

You must: 

• introduce the activities to the child
• carry out the two play activities
• observe and record the activities
• compare the child with the expected developmental norms for the area chosen
• evaluate the two play activities
• make suggestions for improvements
• draw conclusions.

Total marks for Task 4: 24 marks 
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Information for Teachers 

OCR Level 1/2 Cambridge National Certificate in Child Development 

Unit R020 Understand the development of a child from birth to five years 
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Guidance on using this assignment 

1 General guidance 

1.1 OCR assignments are available to download free of charge from our website: 
www.ocr.org.uk 

1.2 OCR assignments are intended to be used for summative assessment of learners. The 
OCR specification gives more information on the arrangements for assessing centre 
assessed units.   

1.3 This assignment has been designed to meet the full assessment requirements of the 
unit.  Learners will need to take part in a planned learning programme that covers the 
underpinning knowledge, understanding and skills of the unit. 

2 Before carrying out the assignment 

2.1 Learners should be provided with a copy of the Information for Learners section of this 
assignment.  

2.2 Learners will not need to carry out any preparations prior to undertaking the 
assessment tasks, such as collating resources to use in the assessment 

2.3 We have estimated that it will take approximately 7-10 hours to complete all tasks. 
Learners would need approximately 1 hour to complete Task 1, approximately 1-2 
hours to complete Task 2, approximately 2-3 hours to complete Task 3 and 
approximately 3-4 hours to complete Task 4. These timings are for guidance only but 
should be used by the teacher to give learners an indication of how long to spend on 
each task. Centres can decide how the time can be allocated between each part or 
individual task. Centres are also permitted to spread the tasks across several sessions 
and therefore it is permissible for evidence to be produced over several sessions. 

3 When completing the assignment and producing evidence 

3.1 Each learner must produce individual and authentic evidence for each task within the 
assignment. 

3.2 Centre staff may give support and guidance to learners.  This support and guidance 
should focus on checking that learners understand what is expected of them and giving 
general feedback that enables the learner to take the initiative in making 
improvements, rather than detailing what amendments should be made.  It is not 
acceptable for teachers/deliverers to provide answers, to work through answers in 
detail or to detail specifically what amendments should be made. 

3.3 Learners may use information from any relevant source to help them with producing 
evidence for the tasks. 

3.4 Learners must be guided on the use of information from other sources to ensure that 
confidentiality is maintained at all times. 
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3.5 We have specified what evidence the learner is expected to produce. Usually, the type 
of evidence provided may be modified. It is important to note that it is possible to 
generate the evidence in a variety of formats.  Centres must advise learners as to the 
most appropriate format of evidence.  The nature of this assessment means that 
learners are free to use the format that they feel is most appropriate for the purpose 
and target audience for each individual task.     

4 Presentation of work for marking and moderation 

4.1 Centres wishing to produce digital evidence in the form of an e-portfolio should refer to 
Appendix B in the specification for guidance on the production of electronic 
assessment. 

4.2 Centres may wish to discourage learners from excessive use of plastic wallets for 
presentation of their evidence as this may hinder the assessment process.  Instead 
centres may wish to encourage learners to present their work so that it is easily 
accessible, e.g. spiral bound, stapled booklet, treasury tag. 

5 Scope of permitted OCR-set assignment modification 

The OCR-set assignment is self-contained in its present form. The set of tasks form a coherent  
whole addressing all the learning outcomes and allowing access to the full range of marks.  
 
You must not change the following:  
 
• the learning outcomes 
 
• the marking criteria   
 
• the requirements for supervision and authentication as described in the specification (Section 

4 The centre assessed units R019-R020). 
 
• the requirement to produce plans for the different play activities 
 
• the requirement to carry out, observe and record the different play activities. 
 
Permitted changes: 
 
The OCR-set assignment can be modified in terms of the areas described below but centres must 
be sure that learners still have the opportunity to cover all of the learning outcomes and to access 
the full range of marks: 
 

•  the learner’s assignment may be contextualised or amended to suit local needs. For 
example, learners could use a nursery, playgroup, or a child minder for the setting in the 
scenario. However, the alternative setting  must allow the tasks to be completed as stated. 
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Permitted changes (continued): 
 
 
 
• each specific task may be appropriately contextualised to match with any permitted changes 

you have made to the setting in the scenario. Again, the alternative setting must allow the tasks 
to be completed as stated. 

 
OCR has ensured that in the language used and the tasks and scenario provided we have 
avoided discrimination, bias and stereotyping and support equality and diversity.  In the 
development of qualifications and assessments we use the guidance given in the Ofqual 
publication Fair access by design, notably this includes:   
 
• using language and layout in assessment materials that does not present barriers to learners  
• using stimulus and source materials in assessment materials (where appropriate) that do 

not present barriers to learners. 
 
If centres wish to modify the OCR-set assignment we strongly advise that staff responsible for 
modifying the OCR-set assignment and the quality assurance of it refer to the publication Fair 
access by design.  

If modifications are made to the OCR-set assignment, whether to just the scenario or to 
both the scenario and individual tasks, it is up to the centre to ensure that all learning 
outcomes can still be met and that learners can access the full range of marks.  

Permitted modifications should be submitted with the amended OCR-set assignment when the 
candidates work is submitted to OCR for moderation. 

6 Specific guidance on the task 

The tasks have been designed to enable learners to investigate the developmental norms of 
children from birth to five years.  Learners will consider the benefits of play on the developmental 
norms. Learners must also plan, carry out and evaluate different play activities and produce and 
compare the developmental norms on a child from birth to five years. 

Specific guidance on Task 1 and 2 

Learners need to understand the physical, intellectual and social developmental norms from birth 
to five years and the benefits of learning through play. 

The work for LO1 Task 1 and LO2 Task 2 is theoretical and not specific to a particular child. 

Evidence must be in the context of children from birth to five years. 

Specific guidance on Task 3 and 4 

Learners need to be able to plan and carry out different play activities based on a chosen 
developmental area with a child from birth to five years. 

Two different play activities should be planned, carried out, observed and recorded with a chosen 
child from birth to five years. It would be best practice not to use a baby. The play activities can be 
carried out during a session or sessions with the chosen child. 
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When preparing for the different play activities the learner must produce fully detailed plans taking 
into consideration the criteria for Learning Outcome 3. 

Learners should carry out an initial observation visit with the child to inform planning of activities. 

It is not necessary for the child study to be carried out in a nursery/school setting. Learners may 
study a sibling/family member, or obtain permission from toddler/library/church groups, play 
schemes or other suitable setting, in order to complete the child study activities. 
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